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Annotatsiya. Tarixiy taraqqiyot nuqtai nazaridan qaraganda, o'zbek tilining 

leksik qatlamiga fors-tojik, arab, rus va boshqa tillar kuchli ta'sir ko'rsatganini, 

ularning hammasiga tilga xos bo'lmagan omillar ta'sir qilganini ko'rish mumkin. 

Tarixda, madaniyatda, moddiy va ma'naviy hayotda, xalqlarning yaqinlashuvi va 

aloqasi, garchi ular ekstilvistik omillar bo'lsa-da, tilning rivojlanishi va aralashuviga 

faol ta'sir ko'rsatadi. Ushbu maqolada O'rta Osiyoda yashovchi qadimgi Turkiston 

xalqlari o'rtasidagi lingvomadaniyat aloqalari va ularning o'zbek tilining rivojlanishi 

va mamlakatimizdagi lingvistik vaziyatga ta'siri yoritilgan. Maqolada bu 

masalalarlarning barchasi mashhur ma’rifatparvar  Mahmudxo`ja Behbudiyning "Til 

masalasi" maqolasi hamda o’zbek va tojik adabiyoti poydevorini qo’yib bergan 

mashhur ikki tilli yozuvchi Sadriddin Ayniyning asarlari tili materiallari namunasida  

tahlil qilingan. 

Kalit so’zlar: linvomadaniy aloqa, interferensiya, Markaziy Osiyo tillari, 

o’zbek tili, o’zbek-tojik lisoniy aloqalari, Mahmudxo’ja Behbudiy, Sadriddin Ayniy. 

Annotation. From the point of view of historical development, it can be seen 

that the lexical layer of the Uzbek language was strongly influenced by Persian-Tajik, 

Arabic, Russian and other languages, all of which were influenced by non-linguistic 

factors. In history, culture, material and spiritual life, the rapprochement and 

connection of peoples, although they are extluvistic factors, actively influence the 

development and interference of language. This article describes the linguistic and 

cultural ties between the peoples of ancient Turkestan living in Central Asia and their 

impact on the development of the Uzbek language and the linguistic situation in our 

country. The article analyzes all these issues in the article "Language issue" by the 

famous enlightener Mahmudhoja Behbudi and the works of the famous bilingual 

writer Sadriddin Aini, who laid the foundation of Uzbek and Tajik literature. 

Key words: linguocultural communication, interference, Central Asian 

languages, Uzbek language, Uzbek-Tajik linguistic relations, Mahmudhoja Behbudi, 

Sadriddin Aini. 

Аннотация. С точки зрения исторического развития, можно увидеть, что 

на лексический слой узбекского языка сильное влияние оказали персидско-

таджикский, арабский, русский и другие языки, на все из которых повлияли 

неязыковые факторы. В истории, культуре, материальной и духовной жизни 

сближение и соединение народов, хотя и являются экзистенциальными 

факторами, оказывают активное влияние на развитие и взаимодействие языков. 

В статье описаны языковые и культурные связи между народами древнего 
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Туркестана, проживающими в Центральной Азии, и их влияние на развитие 

узбекского языка и языковую ситуацию в нашей стране. Все эти вопросы 

анализируются в статье известного просветителя Махмудходжи Бехбуди 

«Языковой вопрос» и произведениях известного двуязычного писателя 

Садриддина Айни, заложившего основы узбекской и таджикской литературы. 

Ключевые слова: лингвокультурная коммуникация, интерференция, 

языки Центральной Азии, узбекский язык, узбекско-таджикские языковые 

отношения, Махмудходжа Бехбуди, Садриддин Айни.  

Introduction. Changes in the lexical layer of a language are influenced by 

internal and external factors. Vocabulary is a level that primarily reflects this effect of 

language and is able to absorb news quickly. Extralinguistic factors that quickly 

affect the lexicon and make various changes in it include: forms of social system, 

historical processes, economic, political, cultural and enlightenment relations 

between peoples and nations, the development of science, development of production 

and technology, social thinking, human psyche, emotions, laws and decrees on 

language and writing, etc. 

Literature review. From the point of view of historical development, it can be 

seen that the lexical layer of the Uzbek language was strongly influenced by Persian-

Tajik, Arabic, Russian and other languages, all of which were influenced by non-

linguistic factors. Nonlinear connections are actually the most common type of 

lingomocultural connections. In history, culture, material and spiritual life, the 

rapprochement and communication of peoples, although they are extralinguistic 

factors, actively influence language development and interference. 

Linguocultural relations between the peoples of ancient Turkestan living in the 

Central Asian region and their impact on the development of the Uzbek language and 

the linguistic situation in our country, including the famous enlightener Mahmudhoja 

Behbudi's article "Language ıssues" :  “You need to know Arabic, Persian and 

Russian. That's why Turks, that is, Uzbeks, - says Behbudi. - Most people in 

Turkestan speak Uzbek. Persian is the language of madrasa and udabo. Poetry and 

religious books in all madrassas are in Arabic ... This rule, that is, the textbook is in 

Arabic, the teacher is in Turkish, and the editor and translator is in Persian, is very 

strang. These three languages have been used in Turkestan since ancient times.” [1] 

From Behbudi's notes, it is clear that Arabic words entered our literary language 

mostly through biblical language and Persian-Tajik language, as well as through oral 

speech. Assimilation is more of a literary language. At the same time, there are many 

Arabic words in oral speech, the process of assimilation of which depends on the 

socio-religious relations and communication between people. The spread of the 

Arabic language coincides with the period of Uzbek (Turkish) - Arabic, Uzbek - 

Tajik bilingualism. During this period, many Arabic words entered and assimilated 

into the Turkic languages. The only reason for this is that our lands were occupied by 

the Arabs at that time, Islam was propagated instead of Zoroastrianism, and other 

extralinguistic factors influenced the language. Interference errors in language 

lexicons are often the result of not being able to find an alternative to a word in 

another language in one's own language. 
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Words belonging to the lexical layer of the Persian-Tajik language are more 

vital than Arabic words and are mixed with the Uzbek lexicon. 

Research methodology. These relations have developed on the basis of 

centuries-old common traditions, cultural ties, the interaction of folklore and 

literature, and this, of course, is reflected in the language. Especially in the field of 

fiction, we see that many of our artists have created masterpieces. Alisher Navoi also 

collected his works in Persian and composed the “Devoni foniy”. They even 

increased the prestige of the Uzbek (Turkish) language by comparing the two 

languages of “Muhokamat-ul lugatayn”, proving that the Uzbek language is not 

inferior to the Persian language. These literary traditions have been firmly established 

for centuries. Centuries of communicative interference errors, some of which have 

become the norm over the years. For example, the verb to speak is influenced by the 

Tajik equivalent (гап задан), which in Turkic languages actually means to speak; to 

say, to slaughter is represented by a single original verb or a noun gel, not by a 

phrase. The absence of the verb to speak in other Turkic languages also indicates the 

correctness of this opinion. 

The verb зан (beat) is a form of verb used in Tajik to form a compound verb and 

is used in conjunctions such as гап зан, ҳаллоз зан, давру-даврон зан ... It is known 

that in the Uzbek language, the verb urmoq is used in the formation of compound 

verbs in semi-stable combinations such as oh urmoq, javlon urmoq: qaygurmoq. In 

our language, compound verbs are formed with the help of auxiliary verbs such as do, 

be, turn (but one of them is not involved in the formation of the same verb in the 

sense of speaking).  This means that interference can even affect the level of word 

formation. In addition, the presence of many prefixes -be, -ba -no, -dar… in the 

formation of new Uzbek words has an impact on the level of word formation. 

Let us pay attention to the views of Sadriddin Aini, the founder of the new Tajik 

literature, who lived in the twentieth century, on the intensive connection of the 

Uzbek and Tajik languages in the linguocultural context. This writer is a typical and 

perhaps the last representative of the literary environment and social situation 

dominated by Uzbek-Tajik bilingualism, he is fluent in both languages and has 

written many of his works in Uzbek and Tajik. [3] The following words belong to 

S.Ayni:  

"As you know, we are brothers with Uzbeks. We drink water from the same 

river, we eat the same bread, we dress the same, and the customs and traditions of 

our peoples are the same. We have experienced the blows of life in the same way, and 

we have fought for independence in the same way. " [12] 

The well-known writer wrote his works in Uzbek, such as "Slaves", "Memoirs", 

"Old School", "Death of a sudkhor", "Doxunda", "Odina", and translated them into 

Tajik. translated by zi. He skillfully used Arabic, Persian, Turkish and Russian 

lexemes in his work. Consequently, in the speeches of the writer's protagonists, we 

see the social phenomenon he mentioned above - the way of life, the generality of 

mentality, and how it is reflected in language. In the process of analyzing S.Aini's 

work "Odina", it became clear that the author, knowing both languages perfectly, 

tried to show the richness and charm of each language. We tried to analyze the 

influence of Persian-Tajik and Arabic on the Uzbek language. 
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General vocabulary of Persian-Tajik language. 

Words used to describe people: orphan, poor, grandchild, shepherd, master, 

usurer, friend, foe, child, laborer ... 

Words related to nature: spring, river, rock, flower, nightingale, dust, sun ... 

Length, time, measurement words: gas, wedding, week, money ... 

Words denoting things and personalities: pure, hopeful, cheap, vigilant, sick, 

remorseful, showy, low, salty, stinky, heroic, remorseful, simple, high ... 

Things horses: wall, buttocks, bread, threshing, pistachio, sliding, wheel, bench, 

column, lamp, cotton, lime, threshing ... 

Place Horses: Square, Stairs, Dungeon, Room, Cave ... 

Names of business processes: hangoma, wedding, income, bribe, cry, decree, 

salary ... 

Auxiliary words: if, sometimes ..., sometimes, rest ..., rest, but, perhaps, whether 

..., whether ... 

General vocabulary of the Arabic language. 

Words used to refer to people: aunt, judge, clerk, mufti, cleric, imam, emir, 

governor, executioner, translator, manager, orphan, captive, lover ... 

Words related to nature: animal, air ... 

  Words related to length, time, measurement, quantity: volume, calculation, 

opportunity, duration, now gas, wedding, week, money ... 

Words denoting things and persons: truth, purity, reflection, disability, useful, 

hasana, haram, obligatory, natural, eternal, difficult, special ... 

Words: building, clock, goods ... 

The place words: warehouse, homeland, park, world, universe, east ... 

  Activity-process words: inheritance, service, debt, upbringing, lust, event, 

discussion, habit, curse, testament, deposit, permission, divorce, etiquette, 

exhortation, piety, mystery, event, journey, message, duty , question, answer, 

calamity, mourning, story, trick, attack, doomsday, complaint, culture, imagination, 

upbringing, reason, love, vision, migration, discussion, honor, action, spectacle, 

power ... 

Seven parts of the work were analyzed, and it was found that Sadriddin Ayni 

used 74 Persian-Tajik words (excluding repetitions) and 89 Arabic lexicons 

(excluding repetitions) in “Odina” written in Uzbek. However, in the Uzbek 

dictionary, Persian-Tajik words make up more than Arabic words. This means that if 

a bilingual knows both languages perfectly, then he will be able to express himself 

fully and fluently in both languages without any interference errors, using the 

richness of the vocabulary of each language. in the analysis of “Odina” works. 

According to Tajik folklorists, the oral traditions of the Uzbek and Tajik peoples 

not only interacted with each other, but were so intertwined that it was sometimes 

difficult to determine their language of origin. can be observed at all levels. [12] As a 

result of the mixing of Samarkand Tajiks with Uzbeks, folk songs are often sung in 

two languages. According to B.Shermuhammedov, such songs, quatrains and bytes 

are found in the Uzbek language in the Tajik folklore of Samarkand, and these songs 

are also popular among Uzbeks. Tajiks in Samarkand also know songs that are not 
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found in Uzbek folklore. It can be concluded that such works were created by Tajiks 

from Samarkand. ” [10] 

We know that proverbs are conclusions drawn from the life experiences of our 

ancestors. Proverb - a genre of folklore; short and succinct, figurative, grammatically 

and logically complete, wise phrase, profound sentence. It has a certain rhythmic 

shape. The proverbs embody the life experiences of the ancestors, their attitude to 

society, history, mental state, ethical and aesthetic feelings, and positive qualities. It 

has been polished among the people for centuries and has become a concise and 

simple poetic form.[15] The results of the centuries-old Tajik and Uzbek peoples 

living in the same material, cultural, economic, political, cultural and spiritual 

conditions in the environment of linguocultural communication and cooperation are 

clearly reflected in the articles. A.Y.Kalontarov, comparing, studies in two groups: 1) 

directly equivalent proverbs; 2) articles that are relevant in content but differ in form 

and vocabulary.[12] 

 1. There are three types of direct equivalent sentences: 

a) articles that are completely consistent with the structure and content of the 

dictionary, for example, 

       Sukut alomati rizo.[13] 

Avval taom, ba’d az kalom.  

Vaqt g’animat.  

Tarki odat – amri mahol.            

b) the content is exactly the same, the key words are the same, but the sentences 

differ in grammatical construction and auxiliary words: 

For example: 

Tajik: 

Дар таги коса ним коса. 

Uzbek: 

Kosaning tagida nim kosa. 

Tajik: 

Чавоби аҳмақ– сукут. 

Uzbek: 

Ahmoqqa javob –sukut.  

Tajik: 

Баъд аз тўй нағора. 

Uzbek: 

To‘ydan keyin nag’ora. 

c) seems to be translated by conforming to the content, structure and content of 

the words, for example: 

Tajik: 

Ангура хўру боғаша напурс. 

Uzbek: 

Uzumni ye, bog’ini surishtirma.  

Tajik: 

 Баъд аз тўй нағора. 

Uzbek: 
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To‘ydan keyin nag’ora. 

Tajik: 

Сухани рост талх мешавад. 

Uzbek: 

Haq so‘z– achchiq so‘z.  

2. The second group of proverbs includes proverbs that have the same content but 

different figurative form and lexical structure: 

   Tajik: 

Дарди бадро давои бад. 

Uzbek: 

Achchiqni achchiq kesar.  

Tajik: 

Бўи мушк пинҳон намемонад. 

Uzbek: 

Dardni yashirsang, isitmasi oshkor qiladi va h.k. 

Conclusion. It is clear from these examples that because the Uzbek and Tajik 

peoples have lived side by side for centuries, the linguistic landscape of the world is 

similar in both nations, due to their close ties. All these extralinguistic factors are 

reflected in the language. The above examples are clear evidence of this. 

Thus, the interrelation of different languages, neighboring and non-neighboring, 

brotherly and non-sister, is first seen in the vocabulary of the language. Therefore, in 

the vocabulary of one language, the linguistic units of another language form a 

special layer. This is evidenced by the fact that there are many Tajik (Persian) words 

in the Uzbek lexicon, as well as a large number of Uzbek (Turkish) words in the 

Tajik lexicon and their real practice. 

The first conclusion to be drawn from the article was that if the peoples living 

side by side over the years had been in regular contact for many years, this language 

would initially fall as an interference error, moving from an interference error to a 

literary norm as a result of popularization. tadi. 

Second, there are the first changes in the vocabulary, which in oral speech is 

gradually replaced by written speech. 

Thus, the phenomenon of interference is a product of linguocultural relations in 

the socio-historical context, and in the Uzbek language this phenomenon is most 

widely reflected in the Uzbek-Tajik linguocultural relations, and it extends from 

phonetics to phraseology. There is a need to examine these linguocultural processes 

at each level of the language, to determine and evaluate its scope. 
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